The people who are directly responsible for this
Stupid and irresponsible idea of power and money for
the proposal of the CSG Narrabri Gas field that will
permanently destroy the water, soils, towns and
people that work on the land and live in the towns
forever .
There are hundreds of examples that you have failed to
notice both in America , the world and in Queensland
where the poor farmers have lost their livelihood and
right to work their own farms which are no longer
viable because of CSG, well done there, and by the way
the value of those contaminated farms is worth ZERO
and if they have an overdraft with a bank they can’t
pay back the loans if their farm is worth zero and
production value is also ZERO, have you thought about
that NO!
There is a 99 % risk of contamination with pipes rusting
CSG leaking and this cannot be plumbed up EVER! so if
you let this continue you are signing away your jobs
and a death sentence will be on your hands . In case
you did not know most people hate and despise you
all levels of Government, all because you cannot be
trusted and will roll over and any sign of money and
power how disgusting you are!
In fact, none of you should be allowed to run the
country because you have sold us out to the Chinese,
with the purchase of properties and real estate. Well
done there.SO MANY BAD DECISIONS BEEN MADE BY

GOVERNMENTS AND YOU WANT TO ADD TO THIS
LIST??
We as farmers have had enough of your stupid ideas so
LEAVE US ALONE! And go wreck your own places and
places of residence before you attempt to destroy our
livelihoods , in other words we don’t want CSG ever no
matter how much money they throw at you, and all
your little restrictions are only words and mean
nothing because the long term damage is irreversible ,
and until you come up with something that won’t
destroy our right to live and work on the land and earn
an income , Oh that’s right we pay taxes , to keep you
people in a job and we don’t care that you can talk the
talk to justify your actions, but can’t say no to these
bastards! Your “advisers” must be bloody idiots too.
There will be no income from the farmers if you do this
and then you will be forced to import all produce from
overseas , and that will cost you more to live and eat.
So, if you have any grey matter left in your heads STOP
STOP ALL CSG from starting in NSW before we all lose
our lives, income, and ability to produce the best food
and fibre in the world.
You have more important things to attend to
internally, the welfare system , they are beating you
there , ( our taxes ,not your money) the lack of police
and 24-hour service in the small towns and rising crime
rates people don’t feel safe, and doing something

about the government in Queensland issuing licence
for the CSG and ruined those farmer’s lives, that does
need to be reversed, deregister these CSG companies
and remove their licenses forever even if they trade
under another name. Finally, everyone in parliament
needs to be held accountable for their spending of our
taxpayer money ,and when retired from Parliament No
more money , Get a bloody JOB!
Keep off our land make a good right decision and after
all you should want to protect this country and people
at any cost and temptation from Foreign ownership,
and companies set out to destroy our land , forever!
and in case you don’t already know Santos like all the
others do nothing but lie, deceive and cheat their way
to get what they want and nobody believes or trust
them! They probably laughing in your face AND
BEHIND YOUR BACKS.
When they put a CSG plant near your houses and
parliament house and the pipe leaks then you will
understand why we despise and never want CSG in our
back yard EVER!
So just do the right thing, BAN CSG and if you do this
we know who you are , and you want to keep your tax
payer jobs, STOP THIS NOW! and make it water tight
legislation for the future of this country, if you care at
all!

Better still go to Queensland and see for yourselves the
permanent irreversible damage that has been done to
Farmers, towns and water and livelihoods. WITH CSG
that cannot be fixed plumbed up repaired EVER! Due
to CSG, The damage is done forever and ruined their
futures, If the infrasture is damaged and the pipes are
faulty or corrode over time,(NO concrete proof ) this is
known to be irreversible, Then you will know why we
don’t want this is NSW and mining for CSG no matter
how much money they bribe you with, and false
promises they made ,just say NO to all CSG mining
companies forever, and remember we put you in
Parliament we can just as easy take you out.
Until you are directly affected by CSG you have no idea
of the long-term damage it can do to someone’s
livelihood and flow on to the businesses in those towns
and cities, let alone the soil, water for thousands of
people, animals and flow on affects there too.
WE will all be starved of decent drinking water, unable
to live earn an income pay taxes and nowhere to start
up again because we would have no money and the
banks don’t want to assist anyone involved in coal
seam Gas in negative impacts, and there is also no
insurance available in the world to protect people
affected by Coal seam Gas, so don’t destroy our
futures and contaminate our soils water Rivers

aquafers and livelihoods without the evidence and
facts and concrete proof THAT THIS IS A VERY BAD
LONG TERM IDEA . ASK THE FARMERS IN QUEENSLAND
WHAT THEY HAVE HAD TO ENDURE,NONE OF IT
POSITIVE , LOST INCOME, MARRIAGE BREAKDOWN,
SUICIDES AND BEEN LOCKED OUT OF THEIR OWN
PROPERTIES STOCK UNABLE TO DRINK CLEAN WATER,
DEAD STOCK FROM CSG, THAT IS BLOOD ON YOUR
HANDS! I DON’T KNOW HOW YOU CAN LIVE WITH
THAT!
The droughts floods and inclement weather is natural
part of life and the CSG is not ,and we are all been
through the worst drought on record and now you
want to beat us again with this disgusting
contaminants that will burden us forever, and only
help you not living with the fear, all because there is
money in it for you, well forget that, and do some good
for the farmers that won’t burden their livelihood and
send all the CSG companies packing and make good or
try and help the poor farmers in Queensland and other
places with compensation if you have billions of dollars
to spend and sent those companies away too , in fact
make a nationwide policy to Bann CSG in all Australia
and then you would do something good instead of
wrecking our lives forever. Then we might be able to
trust you?????

NO farmers, no food no taxes no one to pay your
wages and no regional Australia, is that what you want
if so you are all bloody idiots!!! And have put your
needs above the rest of the country!
FROM: A FARMER WHO HATES CSG AND THE PEOPLE
WHO WANT TO DESTROY OUR LIVELIHOODS AND
HAVE A DEMOCRATIC RIGHT TO VOICE MY CONCERNS.

